
HOW TO WRITE AN INTRODUCTION FOR AN ACADEMIC ESSAY

The writer of the academic essay aims to persuade readers of an idea based on Your beginning should introduce the
essay, focus it, and orient readers.

For instance, if you're writing a five-page essay analyzing a single text, your beginning should be brief, no
more than one or two paragraphs. Your reader needs to know what you mean when you say certain things.
This means you should avoid two types of openings: The history-of-the-world or long-distance opening,
which aims to establish a context for the essay by getting a long running start: "Ever since the dawn of
civilized life, societies have struggled to reconcile the need for change with the need for order. For instance, in
an essay about the First Amendment guarantee of freedom of speech, the context may be a particular legal
theory about the speech right; it may be historical information concerning the writing of the amendment; it
may be a contemporary dispute over flag burning; or it may be a question raised by the text itself. True
evidence or proof deserves a body paragraph. Introduce the Essay. Supplying the necessary information to
orient your readers may be as simple as answering the journalist's questions of who, what, where, when, how,
and why. What makes a good opening? Topic and context are often intertwined, but the context may be
established before the particular topic is introduced. Depending on the subject of your essay, this might
include: Historical, geographical, or social context Definitions of unfamiliar terms A summary of current
scholarly debates, theories or research The information you give should be broad but clearly focused and
relevant to your argument. The last sentence of the paragraph usually outlines the main points that will be
covered in the essay sentence 3. No, but the order should be logical. The majority of the time, your thesis, or
main argument, should occur somewhere towards the end of your introduction. Because the introduction is the
first portion of your essay that the reader encounters, the stakes are fairly high for your introduction to be
successful. The essay will be much more readable once the reader knows what to expect from the body
paragraphs. It may mean providing a brief overview of events or a summary of the text you'll be analyzing.
How long should an introduction be? To establish the scope, answer basic questions: Who? About
introduction paragraphs The introduction to an essay is very important. There is still the further question of
how to start. Background statement. But as you can see, Chopin's novel the topic is introduced in the context
of the critical and moral controversy its publication engendered. You might introduce the main subject of the
essay and why it is an important topic. Is the essay limited to a particular time period, a particular group of
people, a particular country? Anecdotes can be an interesting opener to your essay, but only if the anecdote in
question is truly relevant to your topic. How much space you need for background depends on your topic and
the scope of your essay. Do the paragraphs describe two elements and them compare them contrasting? The
point here is that, in establishing the essay's context, you are also limiting your topic. Once they are thinking
about the topic, and wondering why you hold your position, they are more likely to be engaged in the rest of
the essay. Ultimately, you must adapt the order to suit the needs of each particular essay.


